Pensions Stability
Everything you need
to know in 6 simple steps

Creating Pensions Stability

Leading
to better
outcomes for
the scheme

A new financial and operational model
for defined benefit pension schemes
Balances
the needs
of companies,
trustees and
members

Gives equal
focus to
solutions and
implementation

Draws upon
the full range
of tools

Why now?
As funding positions improve,
stability solutions become more
accessible for many

100%
90%

Every day is another day closer to the
next market crash so reduce risk now

80%
70%

Time is running out – as schemes
mature they become less and
less capable of dealing with the
consequences of a crash

2012

2013

2014

Balancing the needs of companies,
trustees and members
We must reduce

Clients tell us...

We need

the probability

further
stability

of paying substantial
additional funds to
‘top-up’ schemes

Volatility can be
a real headache.

Keeping up with
changing market
conditions is a challenge

I don’t have time

We prefer

or the resource to keep
track of all the options

lower risk
options

In a recent survey...
On average, schemes wanted a 93%
chance of members getting their
benefits in full

93%

On average, schemes were willing to
accept a 12% chance of the sponsor
having to pay additional money

12%

To achieve those two objectives using conventional methods means
deliberately over-funding the scheme with money that, in most cases,
won’t be necessary

What is achievable?
• People talk about pension schemes becoming ‘self-sufficient’
• This approach is often undefined, and in many cases does not deliver 		
what trustees and sponsors expect
• Balancing the needs of trustees, sponsors and members isn’t simple
• But with the right tools it is possible to create a position of stability

Drawing upon the full range of tools
Schemes need access to a wide range of tools to manage
risk and achieve stability
Every scheme has its own unique set of requirements, and needs to
find the right combination of strategies that work
Whatever your target, looking at the widest possible pool of ideas is
key, and that pool is expanding all the time
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Equal focus on solutions and implementation
The implementation challenge
2. How do you
stay current
with all of
the options?
1. Staying
on top
of both
opportunities
and threats
is key

4. …when
regulation is
increasing and
becoming more
complex

3. And how
do you
implement
changes
quickly?

6. …and when
your resources
are already
stretched

5. …when
investment
options have
ballooned

The issues keeping pensions schemes awake at night
1
External
costs of
running the
scheme

Rank 1

2

3

Knowledge
rests
with small
number of
individuals

Availability of
resources

Rank 2

Rank 3

4
Ability to
react quickly

Rank 4

5

6

Availability of
MNT
candidates

Time required

Rank 5

Rank 6

The implementation solution

41%
27%
32%

Only an optimal operating structure can achieve real
stability. A recent Aon Hewitt survey of over 400 schemes
shows clients are moving towards three solutions;
Would ‘Get Busy’ – Invest significant time and resource into the

scheme to create a strong governance structure to keep on top of
the implementation challenge

Would ‘Get Simple’ – Accept the operational limitations, working
within a straightforward governance framework to concentrate on
implementing a smaller, more manageable number of priority ideas

Would ‘Get Help’ – Seek additional support to meet the
implementation challenge introducing more delegation and
outsourcing to the operational model

There is no right or wrong solution and it is very much a scheme
specific decision. Only when arriving at an optimal operating structure
can real stability be achieved

Finding the right solutions - leading
to better outcomes for the scheme
Client case studies

Surety bond

Balanced
needs

Delegating
investment
implementation

A clear
path

Desire:
To balance the needs of the company and
trustees in agreeing the funding strategy of the
pension scheme
Action:
A FTSE100 company has bought £400m of surety
bonds. Aon Hewitt brought together eight major
insurance companies to syndicate the transaction
Benefit:
Allowed the trustees to give the company
more flexibility on other aspects of funding or
investment strategy, and to invest more in the
growth of the business. Unlike a bank letter
of credit, this approach did not impact on the
company’s other financing arrangements with
its banks

Desire:
To implement a clear path to achieve full
funding, accessing the full range of investment
opportunities
Action:
Using the Aon Hewitt fiduciary platform,
implemented a tailored growth portfolio diversified
across asset classes and managers, and a
bespoke liability matching portfolio which evolved
over time. Put in place a flight plan to dynamically
de-risk over time
Benefit:
Access to an investment strategy which could not
otherwise have been achieved. Daily monitoring
of funding level and flight plan, with rapid
execution of actions if certain triggers reached.
Trustees and sponsor have greater confidence in,
and control of, the investment strategy

Gilt lock annuity

More
certainty

Desire:
Transfer pension risk with more certainty
of getting the right deal at the right time
Action:
We locked into a very competitive
pensioner buy-in price, despite the
scheme not yet being ready to trade,
by fixing the price as a basket of assets
Benefit:
This gave certainty to the affordability of
the buy-in, without exposure to changing
market conditions, while the scheme had
time to agree a bespoke contract that
exactly matched its needs

Further Information…
Visit

www.aonhewitt.co.uk/
pensionsstability

Materials
A guide to
Pensions Stability
Pensions Stability
Whitepaper: turning
theory into reality

Contact
Jackie Daldorph
or Paul McGlone
or your usual Aon Hewitt
Consultant, or email
info@aonhewitt.com or
call 0800 279 5588

